TUITION FEES “FOR”
NON-EU/FOREIGN STUDENTS

»There are a few
positive impressions in the
midst of the draft bill.«
Albert Einstein, Physicist

POSITIVE IMPRESSIONS FROM THE DRAFT BILL

»The basic order may stipulate that the publication of
official notes appear additionally or exclusively in the
form of an electronic edition (…).«

The amendment to the Higher Education Act cannot be
discussed separately from the topic of tuition fees. Tuition fees for non-EU foreigners are not suitable for cosmopolitan and innovative universities, for these are dependent on international exchange. Tuition fees do not fit
this model. There is growing resistance to this form of
tuition fees. Most recently, the Senates of the Universities
of Cologne, Bonn, Münster, Bielefeld, the Sports University Cologne, the University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf
and the Studierendenwerke Köln and Münster spoke out
against the fees.
The Baden-Württemberg model, which is invoked in the
coalition agreement, is leading to an deinternationalisation of the higher education landscape.

A B O U T T H E C A M PA I G N

Take part and become active against the plans of the state
government to amend the Higher Education Act. We say:
“#NotMyHochschulgesetz! Freedom? But for whom!”.
Want in?
• Become a supporter
• Share the campaign message with the hashtag
#NotMyHochschulgesetz!
• Find out about the campaign:
notmyhochschulgesetz.de / fb.com/LATNRW
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» § 63a Recognition of examinations and degrees
The existence of a significant difference must be demonstrated by the university as evidenced by paragraph 2 sentence 2 . [Official justification]«

»All students strive
by nature for knowledge
and a just
Higher Education Act!«
Aristoteles, Philosopher

Kontaktdaten (V.i.S.d.P.): Katrin Lögering
Koordination des Landes-ASten-Treffens NRW
AStA der Ruhr-Universität Bochum

Universitätsstraße 150, 44801 Bochum
koordination@LATNRW.de
latnrw.de/lat-blog | fb.com/latnrw

The Landes-ASten-Treffen NRW (LAT NRW) is the voluntary association of the General Students’ Committees
and university-wide student representatives and is thus a
democratically legitimised, state-wide representation of
the interests of student bodies and student representatives
in NRW.
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THE DRAFT BILL FOR THE NEW
H I G H E R E D U C AT I O N A C T I N N R W

The state government presented a key issues paper on
the new Higher Education Act in February 2018. In the
middle of May it was followed by a draft bill, which serves
as the basis for the legislation.
The statement by the LAT can be found at:
notmyhochschulgesetz.de
M A N D AT O R Y AT T E N D A N C E

»Obligatory participation of students in courses may
not be regulated as a prerequisite for participation in
examinations.«
But: Attendance is often a guarantee for success in your
studies. However, attendance obligations are often at the
expense of students with special burdens – raising children, part-time jobs, chronic illnesses, etc… In addition,
the result of poor quality in teaching is passed to the
students.
SHK COUNCILS

» The constitution may provide that the students or
the Senate The students determine by electing elect
a position on the basis of a proposal from the student
body.«
But: Instead of strengthening the representation of
interests of SHKs, the state government wants to abolish
even the smallest measures of co-determination. SHKs
should be protected as employees and articulate their
interests! Problem areas should be evaluated and further
developed – but not abolished! »Optional

AGREEMENTS ON
FURTHER COURSE OF STUDIES

» In the enrollment regulations, the university can stipulate that students have to attend a course counseling at the latest by the end of the second semester of
the degree program they have studied.«
But: Instead of increasing the quality of studies, this added bureaucratic effort increases pressure on students,
which would increase, rather than decrease, the number
of dropouts. Instead of restrictions, voluntary counselling services should be expanded to support students.
We reject compulsory exmatriculation as a result of these
process agreements! »Optional
Concrete: After half of the study, students need 1/3 of the
CPs. The draft proposes a very accurate model. Specifically, it also states that students can simply be registered
for exams, if a study course agreement is not concluded.
S T U DY A DV I S O RY B OA R D S

»The amendment grants the university the freedom to
decide independently on the advisory boards established in all departments in the future. This strengthens
university autonomy.« [Official justification]
But: Are students’ co-determination rights a mere bureaucracy? Hardly likely. Study councils are a place where student concerns can be discussed on equal footing.
Student co-determination provides a service in terms of
study quality! »Optional

»»I would like to give the student
body a present, Isabel. I would like
to call the element co-determination!«
Marie Curie, Scientist

O N L I N E- S E L F-AS S ES S M E N T S

»The change now explicitly supplements the existing
test procedure with online self-assessments.«
[Official justification]
But: Self-assessments are intended to reduce the dropout rates. Should these online tests replace consultations, introductory periods, or preliminary courses in the
future? Can’t our universities give a realistic picture of
the specifics for each study course? And in general – why
is teaching itself no longer sufficient to convey content?
»Optional

CIVIL CLAUSE/PEACE CLAUSE

»Die Hochschulen entwickeln ihren Beitrag zu einer
nachhaltigen, friedlichen und demokratischen Welt.
Sie sind friedlichen Zielen verpflichtet und kommen
ihrer besonderen Verantwortung für eine nachhaltige
Entwicklung nach innen und außen nach.«
But: The establishment of so-called “Peace Clauses” ensures that universities conduct research free of contracts
from the arms industry. A commitment to peace is never
unnecessary bureaucracy, but a valuable contribution
to the community! Universities can still stay with regulations in their basic orders. »Optional

Q U A R T E R P A R I T Y I N T H E S E N AT E

»The principle of group parity can not serve as a legal
model of the Senate constitution with regard to academic freedom.« [Official justification]
But: The equal weighting of votes for all status groups
in the Senate – professors, scientific staff, non-scientific
staff, and students – is an important contribution to the
dialogue “at eye level” in the university. Anyone who
offers support for this change weakens intra-university
dialogue! »Optional

FRAMEWORK CODE
G O O D E M P LOY M E N T C O N D I T I O N S

»The Ministry may [...] adopt regulations that are generally applicable to higher education institutions in
the country, and not just for individual cases (frameworks), in consultation with these higher education
institutions.«
But: The state government wants to officially withdraw
from the responsibility for good employment conditions.
Instead of developing a proven tool, efforts to improve
working conditions are frozen - if not thrown back.
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL

Reform opportunity is missed!
The University Council as an institution does not contribute to strengthening the democratic constitution
of higher education institutions. Its abolition would be
consistent and would offer the possibility of steering
questions towards the democratic bodies of the academic self-administration again.

